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Abstract

In this report, I described the methodology to detect and evaluate the delay introduced by
Datex machines on arterial blood pressure and airway pressure. I explained how the delay
is manually determined through DataWand. I also described how the same delay could be
automatically detected and evaluated.
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Preface

The research was conducted at the Department of Anesthesia at Catharina Hospital in
Eindhoven. The Catharina Hospital is a large teaching hospital in the southeastern region
of the province of Brabant, The Netherlands. The hospital has about 2700 employees and
contains 600 beds. On a yearly basis 250,000 patients visit the outpatient clinic and
approximately 20,000 patients are admitted.

A Datex machine is a patient monitoring equipment. It has an electronically controlled
gas delivery system, agent vaporization and enhanced ventilation. These features of the
Datex machine have made it versatile medical equipment.

Computer technology has being used in medical engineering fer quite some time now and
despite the fact that new technologies are emerging "here and there", there is still an
increasing demand for advance measuring techniques. Engineers are trying to meet these
demands and yet not to compromise standards. That means that, equipments produced
and designed has to meet and conform to approved standards before being put into use.
In medical engineering, most equipment/instruments are associated with measurements.
The results produced, give the doctors and nurse an insight of the patient's conditions.
Therefore it is quite important for those equipments/instruments to give an accurate
result.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

A close study on arterial blood pressure (ABP) and airway pressure (AWP) signals
delivered by the Datex machines has revealed that thffe is a delay between the two
signals. It was realized that this particular delay could have some influence on the
calculations of systolic pressure variation (SPV) and pulse pressure variation (PPV). It
was therefore a need to carry out an investigation on this delay. The aim is to find out if
indeed there is a delay, how much the delay is and to further investigate whether this
particular delay is consistent in all the Datex machines used in Catharina Hospital.
Hence the objective of this assignment is to implement an automated system that detects
and evaluate the delay and present these values in real time. There is a need to acquire
reliable values through clever signal processing. We need to understand what these
values tell us about the patient and in order to achieve that correct results need to be
obtained.
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1.1 Problem situation

1.1.1. Background information

Current indications show that there is an inter-delay in signals monitored in the Datex
machine. However most of the doctors at Catharina Hospital are not aware of this delay.
Only one anesthesiologist and one of the engineers know about the problem.

1.1.2. Internal/external seriousness of the problem

As for now, there is no external problem about this delay. Internally it is not really a
problem but it is a cause of concern. At the Signal Processing Systems (SPS) at the
TUle, several students and PhD-graduates formulated models for Spy and PPY during
mechanical ventilation for these models. These fluctuations in arterial blood pressure,
induced by artificial ventilation, yield information on the volume-status of the patient.
Several computer-programs were developed (by students and PhD-candidates from the
TUle as well as students from Fontys). These programs have to be validated in clinical
practice.

The validation process depends on ASP and AWP pressure signals [fig. 1.1]. ASP
changes could be derived from AWP through transfer function model shown in fig. 1.2.

ABP

AWP

Fig.l.l ABP and AWP signals
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There is a variation in the starting point of the two signals. This variation could be
described in transfer function as: there could be no variation on the ABP before the AWP
has "a value", so if there is such a variation while the AWP has "no value", the delay of
the AWP is higher than the delay of the ABP. In figure 1.2, it is the ABPvariation(t) that is
being measured depending on AWP(t) and an imaginary "ABPclean (t)". In fact changes
in ABPvariation(t) reflects changes due to AWP(t). Hence when it was noticed on the Datex
monitor that ABP appears before AWP it was then suspected that AWP must have higher
a delay compared to ABP.

...
ABPvariation(t)

...TRANSFER
FUNCTION

....

...

...

"ABPclean (t)"
'-----1~

AWP(t)

Fig. 1.2 A transfer function of ABP

Figure 1.2 shows the relationship between ABP and AWP.

1.2 Statement of problem

Obtaining correct values does not only just depend on the validity of the signals but their
timings as well. The delay between ABP and AWP means the two signals are not
synchronized, so there is a phase difference. The fact that calculations depend on ABP
and AWP signals means any discrepancy in either ABP or AWP could lead to obtaining
incorrect values. If there is any delay, it should be known so that it can be taken into
consideration during the processing. The next chapters describe the method used to detect
and evaluate the delay.

1.3 Assignment

To conduct a research on the delay introduced by Datex machines at Catharina Hospital.
Find out how much is the delay and investigate whether the delay is consistent in the
Datex machines.

1.4 Objective

To implement an automated system that detects and evaluates the delay and presents
these values in real time.
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1.5 Method of research

A total of three Datex machines were selected and tested for delay consistency using the
following steps:

a) generate a test signal
b) feed this signal into a pressure generator (PG)
c) feed the signals produced by PG to a Datex machine
d) Extract these signals from the Datex machine
e) Determine inter-signal delay

9
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Chapter 2 Test procedures

2.1 Basic delay test system

The first thing I did was to set up a signal generating test model (fig. 2.1) and then
monitor it on the Datex machine. The signal is then stored in European Data Format
(EDF) and later view using Datawand. The EDF is a simple and flexible format for
exchange and storage of multi channel biological signals. DataWand is a tool to process
and analyse patient data. It can also be use to view EDF files.

L

Signal Generator

~ 0
,Ir

pressure generator

,Ir

Datex machine

I
Serial port I

r

aptop I Serial port I

I

EDF

I
.1 DataWand

I
storage

scilloscope

Fig. 2.1 Basic set up to determine delay
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In the above test, I used a signal generator to generate a pulse, wlich is then fed into the
pressure generator. The oscilloscope was used to monitor the pulse. The pressure
generator produces two pressure signals, which are then fed into the Datex machine. ABP
and AWP input signals could be monitored on the Datex screen and also stored in the
laptop through the serial port in EDF fonnat. By looking at the Datex screen, one could
see that the ABP signal actually leads the AWP but it is hard to say which pulse of ABP
correspond to that of AWP. One way ofrecognizing corresponding pulses is by creating
an artifact in the signals whilst measuring. There are several ways to create an artifact.
What I did was, I twisted the airway tube to restrict the flow of air. This action causes an
unusual shape in both the ABP and AWP respectively. Another way is to either reduce or
increase the pulse width. In either of these methods, it can be seen quite clearly and
easily which pulses belongs to each other. I obtained a print out of the signals through
Datex printer for manually measurement using a ruler. It gave a result of920 IDS.

The same signals are stored in the laptop in EDF fonnat. By using the EDF storage
(fig. 2.2) program of Latha Bopathy [2], the user has the choice to select the waves he/she
wants to view or analyse using wave viewing programs such as DataWand, S/S Collect

l' Datex Edf storage GJ[Q]~

EDF stOlage slalls at storttime

There is a new leIlhem14/118/200510:38:13AMdalex port
open problem
There is a new leilhem14/00/200510.38.16Geen monilOl
gegevens
data stopped

Fig. 2.2 EDF storage

r-----~--ll_. -~ ---

Create Annolalia'l

Slop

----------------------------- I I
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In the EDF storage program, you select the required waves and store them for a certain
period, for example 2, 3, 4, 5 minutes or longer. The waves stored can then be viewed or
analysed using any of the viewing programs mentioned above. In my case, I used
Datawand. In DataWand, the waves can be processed and analysed. The waves were
checked for any delay between them, manually. Figure 2.3 shows one of the files. With
DataWand, the user can select patient data files in different formats (HPData, EDF) and
signals from the files. You can view patient data, select portions of signals build
schematics to process signals or output information to file. Also, you can define your own
modules if missing from the standard module set prototype data processing algorithms for
real-time purposes.

"'!'. DataWand • ;:/1,; I

o

!

I
!I •.. __._.__,, __ ~~ ~ . • __ ~ ~ .• _ ._.

'lJ_C(rrrrm-l
~:.:.'

. _.-,.
,- ;

AVP 
EDF Annotati~

Eilo ~ngine QebuQ §t'aptls ~Ip

~ ~ e ~ ?) rrl IJJ t=l
Me~sage& I Input I Output I MoliJle set Grapht I

Graphldor (OatelcAS3_MontorJOSJul2005 12:46·12:47
1OO_",\lP3

Fig. 2.3 waves shown in DataWand

Using "crosshair" (a line-drawn in DataWand), gives the time stamp ofa selected pulse's
index hence indexes of corresponding pulses can be compared. Their difference will be
the delay between the two signals. In fig. 2.2, the timestamp of the AWP and ABP
signals are:

AWP = 38484
ABP (INVP3) = 37600

That gives a difference of 884 ms (milliseconds)

The delay measured by the ruler gave a result of 920 ms

The results differ just about 4%
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Another file viewed in DataWand is shown in fig. 2.4

.+- DataWand G][gJ1EJ
ole ~gine llebug 2raphs !:!elp

D ~ ~ ~ (1) ~ I'Ilr=i
Messages! Input I Output I Module set Graphs I

Graphsfor (Datex_AS3_Monitor) 05 Aug 2005 11:28 - 11:30
_ ART

~
o

o

I I I I I I I I I I I I 105776" I I I o~~~ I I I I I I I I I I f I I I I I I I I ' I I I I

11:29:00 11:29:15 11:29:30

Fig. 2.4 An artifact wave shown in DataWand

The wave shown in fig. 2.4 was created with an "artefact". By looking at the wave, you
can see that the pulse widths are not the same. That is the pulses have different duty
cycles. Reducing the pulse's high period whilst generating the signal did this. If possible
to select corresponding pulses. Again, by using "crosshair":

AWP = 07683
ABP (fNVP3) = 06776

That gives a difference of907 ms (milliseconds)

In this case the difference is less than 2% compared to the first meamrement.
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Chapter 3 Advanced delay test system

The method of delay calculations in the previous chapter is rather time consuming and
might in fact not be very accurate especially the manual one. Therefore a more efficient
and faster method is being derived using a Labview program that wiIl automaticaIly
detect and evaluate the delay [fig. 3.1] and pages 41 and 42.

Laptop

Pulse generation
by parallel port

,

IDLL obtain sample II
L..._ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _.._ __ _ __ __ .1

I Parallel Port I I Serial Port I
~~ ~Il-

["~~!?Y.i.~~...pr.9.J~r~J:n.L._ _ , _ - ·..··..··.· ···.·._.· ··..······ 1

L!::I=R=e=s=u=lt=s====::!JI ~I------;:L-.-D_e_l_ay_d_et_e-rct_i_on.--- __--'II

ABP AWP

pulse

ABP AWP

Parallel port
interface

Datex machine

pulse

,,.
Pressure generator

ABP

AWP

...

...

I Serial Port I

...

Fig. 3.1 Advanced block diagram to detect delay
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Figure 3.1 can be simplified into three main sections like drawn in figure 3.2.

Generate test signal

A

~Ir

Process test signal

B

r

Present results

C

Fig. 3. 2 simplified block diagram of fig. 3.1

Each of these blocks (A, B and C) will be looked into detail.

Block A will describe how the pulse was generated and how it "travels" through to the
pressure generator.

Block B gives a detailed analysis of how the p.I1se is being monitored and processed for
delay calculations.

Block C shows the results and findings of the investigation using advanced delay
detection method.

---------------------------- 15
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3.1 Block diagram analysis

3.1.1 Generating test signal

A test signal is being generated using a Labview program.

Parallel port program in
labview

pulse

,..

Parallel port interface

pulse
,Ir

Pressure
generator

ASP rAWP
( ")

To Datex ABP and AWP inputs

Fig. 3.3 The flow of the test signal

3.1.2 Parallel Port

A PC's parallel port can be very useful I/O channel for connecting your own circuits to
the PC. I have explained how to use a signal generator to generate a pulse. However, this
procedure is not efficient and it is expensive. It is expensive in the sense that one has to
get a signal generator and probably an oscilloscope as well in order to view the signal.
All this means extra cost and time. A cheaper and much smarter way is to use the
computer's (PC) parallel port to generate a pulse in a Labview program [fig. 3.4a]. This
program enables the user to alter the pulse's period and duty cycle. Fig. 3.4b shows the
pulse as shown on the front panel of labview.

---------------------------- 16
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~ pulse generator.vi Block Diagram·
-- ---------- -~~---~--------------- --------------------- .-------------

11

B-,

~
Fig. 3.4a labview program of pulse generator (block diagram)

- -. -- - - - -

~ pulse generator.vi Front Panel *

Eile ;'dit Qperate 100ls ~rowse Yiindow Help

~ l.Q [ill113pt Dialog Font . 1... 11 ~.c"'11 ;o;"11~ ... J~

Slide

1

0.8':

0.6~

0.4~

0.2-:

0':

plise indicator

pulse waveform

1-

0- I

498119
TIme

PlatO.

I

498239

Fig. 3.4b labview program of pulse generator (front panel)
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Usually it is a good idea to isolate the PC from the signal source, and in this case I used
an optocoupler as an interface [fig.3.5] .

. lie'

. o.
.. 01

. OIM414

02fo.l2222.

. 01

. 4k7

. R2.

. Rl ..·1
-2 I------'W\v----I-"'i
·3
4
-5
·6
-7
~ 1--------'
~

·10
.1.'
·12

-<>1·3
.14
· 1·5
·16
·1:7
·18
.19
·20
·2·1
·22
·2·3
· 2<\
· 25

LDBZ51,FB

Fig. 3.5 Parallel port interface schematics using an optocoupler

The opto-isolator, UI is there to protect the port pl. The circuit is powered from external
power supply of 9 volts, which is not connected to Pc. This arrangement prevents any
currents on the external circuits from damaging the parallel port.

The opto-isolator's input is a light emitting diode. R1 is used to limit the current when the
output from the port is on. That Ikohrn resistor limits the current to around 3 rnA, which
is well sufficient for that output transistor driving.

The output side ofthe opto-isolator is just like a transistor, with the collector at the top of
the circuit and the emitter at the bottom. When the output is turned on (by the input light
from the internal LED in the opto-coupler), current flows through the resistor and into the
transistor, turning it on. This allows current flow to the collector. The output current from
the opto-isolator goes through R2 to the transistor, QI base. Diodes Dl and D2 are leds.
There are power and pulse indicators respectively.

Turning the input on the parallel port off causes the output of the opto-isolator to tum off,
so no current flows through it into the transistor and the transistor turns off. When the
transistor is off no current flows into R3. The transistor in the circuit can be used for
controlling output loads to maximum of around 100 rnA (depends somewhat on
components and operation voltage used).
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3.1.3 Pressure generator

This is equipment that generates pressure. It is already available at the hospital. It is
capable of generating both ABP and AWP. The test signal from the PC's parallel port is
fed through the external input of the pressure generator . The generated pressure is then
fed to the Datex machine's ABP and AWP inputs.

ABP .. ABP
Pressure generator r Datex

r'

AWP AWP...
r r'

Fig. 3.5 signal flow from pressure generator to Datex machine

3.1.4 Datex-Ohmeda (System5 Anesthesia Delivery Unit)

This is the device under test. The Datex machine is a patient monitoring equipment. It
has an electronically controlled gas delivery system, agent vaporization and enhanced
ventilation. These features of the Datex machine have made it versatile medical
equipment. Detailed explanations of the Datex machine are not necessary in this
document. More details about different Datex machine can be found elsewhere see [5].

3.2 Processing and analyzing the test signal

~ .. DLL ABP
Serial port r r

Delay detectionobtain ...
~ AWP

r'

r
samples ..~

from
Datex A

Fig. 3.5 Signal flow within the labview program

The DLL (library) made it possible to collect and pass the waves (samples) to the next
stage, the delay detection machine.
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Chapter 4 Delay detection evaluation

The input signal that results from the test signal is evaluated sample by sample. When the
sample is obtained it is processed and analysed in order to find the signal's delay. A state
machine is used to detennine the phase of the signal. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the steps
used to monitor the signal sample by sample and the different stages of the signal
respectively.

The first three states that are Cl, C2 and C3 are calibration states where a trigger level is
determined whilst Ml and M2 are measurement states. Once in Ms, we are either in Ml
or M2 depending on the level of the sample signal but we do not go back to Cs because a
trigger signal has already been calibrated.

F

F

S (Summing up)

Fig. 4.1 sate diagram for calibration and measurements

T

J
C2

_____~_~f
Ml

Cl

Fig. 4.2 different input stages

Cl sample> trigger
C2 sample> trigger
C3 sample < trigger
NT new trigger (current trigger)
OT old trigger (previous trigger)

C3

Ml sample> trigger
M2 sample < trigger

T true
F false

M2
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In state Cl, the sample value is checked against a pre-defined trigger, if the value is
greater than the trigger we stay in state C1 otherwise we move to state C2. At state C2,
we are in the on-phase of the pulse. We remain there while sample values are greater than
the trigger level else we move to C3. In state C3, ifthe sample is less than the trigger, we
stay in C3 else we move to Ml. At this point, the trigger levels found during state C2 and
C3 are summed and averaged. This gives us a new trigger point (NT). The old trigger
(OT) will no longer be used. Ml is the first stage in measurement. In Ml, the sample is
checked against the NS and if the sample is greater NS then we stay in state Ml else we
move to M2.

In M2, if the sample is less than NT set in C3 then we stay in M2 else we go to MI. In
M2 more signal calculations are carried out. Not only is the new trigger level being
compared with the input signal but also time stamps of the pulse starting points are
calculated. This is done using the new trigger level. The pulse's starting pointj can be
derived as follows:

(i-l)<j<i
previous sample < trigger < current sample

current sample - previous sample
new trigger = previous sample + {j - (i - I)}

i-(i-l)

{j-(i-l)}rtrigger level- previous sample J
12urrent sample - previous sample J

=> j = rJrigger leyel- preyjous sample J + (i - 1)
12urrent sample - previous sample J

The trigger level is not "fixed". It varies depending on the amplitude ofthe signal.

Current sample
trigger level

~.

Note that the starting point is obtained by assuming that two subsequent samples can be
connected by a line [4.3].

Previous sampl

j starting point

(i - 1)

Fig. 4.3 Determining trigger time (index)
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Once starting points are obtained for both signals, ABP and AWP starting time
stamps can be found using the sample frequencies of the signals. The difference l:etween
the time stamps can be presented as the delay between the two signals.

To avoid comparing pulses that do not belong to each other, the program will first look
for the ABP signal, at the instance ABP gets high or passes the trigger level, it regards
AWP signal low. Based on experiments, it was found that the ABP has less delay than the
AWP [fig. 4.4]

ABP I 1 ____

AWP I 1"------__

~
delay

Fig. 2.8 Delay ABP < delay AWP

This delay is presented in two parts: 1) current delay and 2) average delay.
The current delay as the name implies shows the delay at the instance the program is
running. The average delay is the average of the sum of the delays obtained at subsequent
cycles of the ABP and AWP signals.

The average delay is more consistent since fluctuations are cancelled out.
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Chapter 5 Results

This is the stage where the delay is calculated. Different frequency settings were used in
order to find out whether there is any relationship between frequency and dehy. I also
used different airway tube lengths, a long one and a short one. These techniques are used
to find out whether the delay is external or internal. That is whether the delay is induced
by the device(s) connected to the Datex machine or it is witlin the Datex machine itself.

5.1 Measurement procedures
Step 1 Setup the connections as shown in fig.5.1

._--•.......- .,

. ,
. ,

-', ..
" "

Pulse from PC'
parallel port

Parallel port
interface

pulse Pressure
generator

AB AWP

ABP and AWP to PC serial port

Fig. 5.1 Connection diagram for measurements

Datex machine

Step 2 Switch on the equipment and run the Labview program. The Labview program
will generate a test signal; pass it through the PC's parallel port to the pressure generator,
then to the Datex machine. The Datex machine then feeds the test signal back to the
computer through the PC's serial port for measurement using a Labview program.
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5.2 Results and Findings

A table of frequency versus delay recorded over 4 minutes is shown in fig. 3.1 and
chart 1.1 and chart 1.2.

Frequency Delay results using short AWP tube Delay results using long AWP
(HZ) (ms) tube

(ms)
Datex II Datex 15 Datex 16 Datex Datex 15 Datex 16

II

0.1 888.21 892.71 894.5 855.71 901.91 920.86

0.2 917.45 887 921 907.96 845.13 868.93

0.5 901 871.59 890.4 845 910.87 885.89

Table 5.1 Delay comparisons of the three Datex machines (11, 15 and 16)

The average delays of these machines are as follows:

Datex machine Delay using short AWP Delay results using long AWP tube
tube (ms)

(ms)

Datex II 902.22 869.55

Datex 15 883.26 885.97

Datex 16 901.96 891.89

Table 5.2 Average delay results of the three Datex machines

The effect of different frequency settings and different tube lengths did not have any
much effect on the delay.

Consider the differences in percentage:

Datex 11 = 3.62%

Datex 15 = 0.3%

Datex 16 = 1.1%
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 Conclusions
a) This research has proven that there is a delay between ABP and AWP.
b) All the Datex machines tested have an average consistent delay of about

880 - 920 ms. The test results show that changes in frequency have no influence
on delay. Further more, the length of the airway tube also does not have any
effect on the delay. An automated program has confirmed that there is a consistent
delay in the Datex machines used in the Catharina Hospital. It can also be
concluded that the tube length has little or no influence on the delay.

6.2 Recommendations
Due to their complex nature, a precise and detailed assessment of any delay between
ABP and AWP whilst the Datex machine monitoring a patient might not be accurate, if
even possible. Therefore I recommend:

a) the machine be checked for a precise delay prior to ABP/AWP signal
processing which was mentioned already

b) take the delay into account for signal processing.
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Appendix A
Datex machine

Datex (SystemS Anesthesia Delivery Unit)
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Appendix B
Arterial Blood Pressure

When the left ventricle ejects blood into the aorta, the aortic pressure rises. The maximal
aortic pressure following ejection is
tenned the systolic pressure (Psystolic).

As the left ventricle is relaxing and
refilling, the pressure in the aorta
falls. The lowest pressure in the
aorta, which occurs just before the Pdiasto lie
ventricle ejects blood into the aorta,
is termed the diastolic pressure (Pdiastolic). When blood pressure is measured using a
sphygmomanometer, the upper value is the systolic pressure and the lower value is the
diastolic pressure. Nonnal systolic pressure is 120 mmHg or less, and normal diastolic
pressure is 80 mmHg or less. The difference between the systolic and dia;tolic pressures
is the aortic pulse pressure, which typically ranges between 40 and 50 mmHg. The mean
aortic pressure (Pmean) is the average pressure (geometric mean) during the aortic pulse
cycle [5].

%SPV = (SBPmax - SBPmin)/[(SBPmax + SBPmin)/2] x 100%

%PPV = (PPmax - PPmin)/[(PPmax + PPmin)/2] x 100%

where SBPmax is maximum SBP, SBPmin is minimum SBP, PPmax is maximum pulse
pressure, and PPmin is minimum pulse pressure.
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Appendix C
Parallel port

Below is a table of the "Pin Outs" of the D-Type 25 Pin connector

---

Pin No (D-'
E

. iDirection
:I~~~i~_~r

IHardware Il)'J)e 25~ JS~P Signal J In/out IInverted I-- -, -- -- ---.,- ..._.-~ _.

lL ~lnStrobe ___
.-.- I[~o~~ ___ l:_?Etrol_Jh~ _____J

12 .__. _n_____Jl!iat~__~ _.JOut ~IData II I
----

@ ![Data 1 ;IOut 'Igata _ ..__ t_ I

14 IIData 2 I[Out _~lData__JL I

15 _n. n JID~ta~_ IIOut ,!Data I[
~---_.

!

16 IIData 4 IIOut _ljData ~[ I
----.J

17 IlQii~ 5 ![Out IIData _J I

!

18 -----.J lQata 6 ilQut ;IData L___._. ____I
19 :IData 7 Ili~!.________._llPata '[ I

. -- . __ ~ ______.....J

,110 _JlnA~k .Jl&_ ,IStatus II I
.- --

'Ill __.. _._.. .JlBusy ]IIn IIStatus
'.- _.Jl!:~~ ___ .__ .___~I -.-

'II_~_ IPaper-Out
'iDEtus JI

I

i Par:!-End I
~ - - _. -_ .. -.. ~ ..-

:111 - -.. ilSelect IE_.-Jfuatus __ J __.. ___ - I

D~~%~d EJlcontroJ .I[~~s I
- . --.J

ilis . IlnError I nFauI!Jl!n_ . __ . JIStatus II !

!~ ____.___ J!ii~itialize-.JIIniOut IIControI II - _..-

!117 InSelect-Printer EJlcontrol IIYes
!

i I nS.ele~t-In I

i~5 .J!Oround IIOnd JI _.. J[ i.-- _._- -_.

Pin Assignments of the D-Type 25 pin Parallel Port Connector.
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Appendix D
Data sheets

I=AIRCI-IIL.C GENERAL PURPOSE 6-PIN
PHOTOTRANSISTOR OPTOCOUPLERS

4N25
4N37

4N26
H11A1

4N27
H11A2

4N28
H11A3

4N35
H11A4

4N36
H11A5

WHITE PACKAGE (oM SUFFIX)

BLACK PACKAGE (NO -M SUFRX)

.1

DESCRIPTION

SCHEMATIC

_ lItl:::-1

,:«'-::1
'.:l:~ C:"'~......-..
::.=;....-:.

ThE- (Ii!OE'ral pur~·)~ oplCO:lUplers ccosisl ole galliJm 8I'6&ride infwEd erritlirr" dic.d!> drt<irr" 8 sil,;»n pMlolraflsislDr in 8 &-pin
dual in-Jne pa:i';a,;je.

FEATURES
• A"';. a'l8i1able n ",nile pa;k9}1? by 5peci~Jing·M sullP:, ego 41t;J;·M

• UL rto:gniz,;d (File .. E'C(700)

• VDE A!oo{lrized (File .. 947eei
-Add C'~on V J:;rwtili.lpe~ (e.g., ofN!6\'-Ll)

•Add c'~on :::-)0) b black ~-ao:bge (,",.~, 4~12S~('i

APPLICATIONS
• Ptt~l;,r aUPf'ly regJla.t>ff>

• Digilal I:>gi; in~1s

• Miacprco)E6,Sor ill'U1~
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Switching Characteristics of 4N25{G}V

Parameter Test Conditions Symbol Typ. Unit
Delay time Vs =:. v, Ie =5 mA, RL = 100 1t (see figu e 3) t.. 4.0 I-ls
Rise time I.- 7.0 fls
Fall time ft 6.7 I-lS
Storage time ts 0.3 flS
Tum-on time ton 11.0 flS
Tum-off time to1l 7.0 flS
Tum-on time '.Is =5 V, IF =10 mA, RL =1 kn (see figure 4) ton 25.0 !is
Tum-offtime t"", 42.5 flS

Figure 3. Test circuit, non-saturated opemtio

stcn:e- tilDe
fllil til»!
r(lI!l-of~

l,
If
Ia!" {= l, - ti'

v..Jl;e d:.n.!lCl:1
delay tim!
liietim!
lUlU-oc tim.e

rp
ld

lr
laD;'=!d';' 1,)

RL ~ 1 :,ill
CL :>:.~ pF

Ic=5m..;..'_tuA;
ALijusred tbO".lgh
iJl;Jur a:uplir..:iF.

CJ:=;eIi

(~n

C1:..'mral!

C=el II RL ~ 1_<1I.1
CL~ 20 ~F

I
I
I
I

i
_J

lOOO

T O.ol

?=5:>~s

,,= 50 ~s
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Philips Semiconductors

NPN switching transistors

FEATURES

• High current (max. 800 rnA)

• Low voltage (max. 40 V).

APPUCATIONS

• Linear amplification and switching.

Product specification

2N2222; 2N2222A

PINNING

PIN DESCRIPTION

1 emitter

2 base

3 collector, connected to case

DESCRIPTION

NPN switching transistor in a T0-18 metal package.
PNP complement 2N2907A.

QUICK REFERENCE DATA

Fig.1 Simplified outline (T0-18) and syrrboI.

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN. MAX. UNIT

VCBO collector-base Yoltage open emitter

2N2222 - 60 V

2N2222A - 75 V

VCEO collector-emitter voltage open base

2N2222 - 30 V

2N2222A - 40 V

Ic collector a.-rent (DC) - 800 rnA
PIDl total power dissipation Tamb s25 °C - 500 mW

hFE DC current gain k = 10 rnA; VeE. = 10V 75 -
fT transition frequency Ic = 20 rnA; VCE = 20 V; f= 100 MHz

2N2222 250 - MHz

2N2222A 300 - MHz

.1olt tum-off time Ie"" = 150 rnA; Ie"" = 15 rnA; IBoIf = -15 rnA - 250 ns
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Appendix E

Graphs showing the delay calculations
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deloy Chart
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Appendix F
Charts

chart 1.1 Delay comparisons of the three Datex machines using
short AWP tube

_Datex 11

Datex 16

--+- Datex 15
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chart 1.2 Delay comparisons of the three Datex machines using
long AWP tube

940 -r---------------------,

920

900

en 880

.5. _Datex11

>. Datex 16
ell
Qj .....- Datex15
C 860

840

820

800 i=~~---.------.__----.__....;....-----I

0.1 0.2 0.5

_Datex11 855.71 907.96 845

Datex 16 920.86 868.93 885.89

-+- Datex15 901.91 845.13 910.87

Frequency (HZ)
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chart 1.3 Average delay results of the three Datex machines

910

n
900

890

880

870

860

850
shortAWP long AWP

_Datex 11 902.22 869.55

Datex 16 901.96 891.89

-.- Datex 15 883.26 885.97

_Datex 11

Datex 16

-.- Datex 15

Datex machines using:
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chart 1.4 delay comparisons between Ruler,
DataWand and Automated

'i'
E-

925 -r-----------------,
920

915

910

905

900

895

890

885

880

875

870 -t------,r----~---_r_--___l
Ruler DataWand Automated

I-Delayl

_Delay 920 895.5 889.14

evaluation methods

Chart 1.4 shows the results of comparing the three different method for evaluating the
delay. The chart indicates that DataWand and Automated methods have much closer
results, making them the most accurate. However the automated method is preferred
because it minimises the human error.
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Appendix G
Glossary of technical terms

EDF: The European Data Format (EDF) is a simple and flexible format for exchange and
storage of multi channel biological signals. It was developed by a group of European
'medical' engineers since their first meeting at the 1987 international Sleep Congress in
Copenhagen.
DataWand: DataWand is a tool to process and analyse patient data. It also be use to view
EDF files. With DataWand, the user can:
-select patient data files in different formats (HPData, EDF) and signas from the files
-view patient data, select portions of signals
-build its own schematic to process signals
-output information to file
-define its own modules if missing from the standard module set
-prototype data processing algorithms for real-time purposes
Parallel port: PC parallel port is 25-pin D-shaped female connector in the back of the
computer. It is normally used for connecting computer to printer, but many other types of
hardware for that port are available today.
SBPmax: This is the maximum systolic blood pressure
SBPmin: This is the minmum systolic blood pressure
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